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The curatorial project «Shadow of garden» stems from two exchange 
visits between the Iranian and Norwegian curators. The first meeting 
happened in spring 2015, around the time when loosening of sanctions 
against Iran were still some time away. The next happened when the 
international community – which in this context means the western 
– relaxed their sanctions and it again after many years of absence be-
came possible to have economical relations. This can be interpreted 
as a thermometer, measuring the temperature on potential collabo-
rations. During this following period the temperature has gone up and 
down, at the moment when this text is written – as cooling even. It 
remains to be seen if the cooling process will be embraced by Europe 
or if the released relations will continue to be eased. 

So, what were our common denominators? And how to move beyond 
the big political image and too well known narratives? This exhibition 
hands out some possible answers through the different artists ap-
proaches and individual versions. 

The Garden
Growing crops is a constant battle, with harsh weather and barren soil, 
with invading weeds and animals serving themselves to the ripening 
harvests. Ever since our family of man got agricultural, we have strug-
gled over diverse and unpredictable conditions. Even so, despite the 
constant worry and aching back, the garden is also a site for sweet 
encounters. A deep relation with our capacity for transforming, craft-
ing, shaping. Thus the gardens become products of human labour and 
ability to plan for the future. Taming the wild, cultivating soil, culturing 
nature. But without constant care they decline to ruins and wilderness. 
No wonder the gardens are kept under surveillance, behind walls and 
fences, with access regulated through locked gates. 

The Semitic religions, which have influenced both Persian and Norwe-
gian culture, share the concept of garden as paradisei.  Garden of Eden 
symbolizes humanity’s original harmony with the divine order. Eating 
the forbidden fruit from the Tree of Life can be seen as a metaphor for 

the transformation from the innocence connected with childhood to 
the world of self-reflexing consciousness connected to the adult being. 
The child gets consumed in playing, imagining and transforming the 
world, floating in total attention, being in one with the task at hand. 
This state of being occasionally occurs when making art and music, as 
well as writing and acting. They are moments of bliss and maybe what 
we really search for. For as we know from the story, as soon as Adam 
and Eveii  ate the fruit and saw them selves as naked, felt shame, guilt 
and fear, they were mentally outside the Garden. Being deeply con-
nected with what you do, can in other words be seen as a metaphor for 
again dwelling in the garden as paradise. 

The concept «Shadow of Garden» 
The concept first developed from the recognition of our common 
cultural roots regarding the garden, but we soon moved in the split 
between the secluded garden and the indifferent wilderness. The 
existence of a shadow points to the presence of a walled enclosure, 
the fact that the garden is regulated and for many, inaccessible. The 
shadow is a place marked with separation and desperate desire. To be 
in somebody`s shadow is also a metaphor for dependency, understood 
as not having an autonomous existence. When you live in the shadow 
you are invisible: to history and power. 

Metaphorically speaking we live in our respective gardens:  Norway’s 
self-image as one of the best countries to live in, The Islamic republic 
of Iran as a garden where the right faith is being cultivated. The 
undertaking of both regimes is to keep the garden intact. Not to weed 
it out, keep it manageable. Under these circumstances, the shadow, 
representing chaotic forces, is seen as unwanted and threatening. 

We want to explore this complex topic within the present socio-
political situation, which is tarnished by distress and anxiety related to 
un-predictability, but where we also find optimism and energy to solve 
these issues. We also want to take a closer look at the shade we create 
and how we through art perceive this position.

Short notes on garden cultures in Iran and Norway:
The garden has deep roots and a strong position in Persian culture, 
and it is valued as a place for leisure, peace, abundance and richness’. 
In Persian art the garden is given a visual appearance of harmony and 
geometry. It is also a visual and physical replica of paradise, where the 
big man (prince or king) could play the role of god and invite others in 
to the paradise-like garden. It is not a place for labour, just joy, plea-
sure and passion. The signs are always wine, music and fruits and food. 

Iran is a dry country and water is a valuable resource. Controlling water 
is also controlling agriculture, this means power. The water is in many 
ways the essence of the garden and there is always water in the shape 
of a channel and a pool in the centre. The channels are directed at the 
four directions south, west, north, and east. The water also works as a 
cooling system in summer. Ingenious structures, like Qanatiii , provide 
water supplies, often from mountains far away.

These gardens where not only fertilizing the symbols of nature, but 
also the symbols of art. These gardens represent the timeless and 
eternal, a non-mortal existence. The culture and the architectural life 
of the secluded garden were exported together with the conquering of 
neighbouring countries.

Where Persian gardens’ are centrally formed around water and shade, 
the fundamental elements in Norwegian gardens are sunlight and 

greenery. Stones or stonewalls are used to store sun-heath or protect 
against harsh climate. A garden in Norway will try to provide protec-
tion against the environment, there will be several places to sit and 
relax according to the time of day or direction of the wind. 

Historically Norwegian gardens belonged to the upper class, not unlike 
the Persian gardens. In the middle of the 1700s, Norway had strong 
economic growth and thereby the possibility for a richer cultural envi-
ronment. Norwegian landscape gardens from this period reflect both 
political upheavals and recent trade contacts. 

The Norwegian bourgeoisie began to use garden design and exotic 
plants to promote Norway and make new, good international con-
tacts. The selection of plants demonstrated owners’ prosperity, 
knowledge, and education, and were also important in signalling 
identity. One of the most influential styles on the gardens of Norway 
was the English Landscape Style in the 1800s, where the formal part of 
the garden lay nearest the house. It was used to exhibit plants, whilst 
the part a bit further from the house was laid out according to the 
model of untouched nature, with trees and bushes, as well as various 
crops and shrubs that suit the terrain.
Today Norwegian gardens bear the mark of an informal, free design 
that goes back to early farmer’s gardens [bondehager] and common 
gardens [allmuehager] 

Shadow of Garden

i   In the Qur’an it is simply called the Garden. ... The Garden of Eden is recognized in the three Abrahamic religions of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam… The word “paradise, ”often  
 used as a synonym for the Garden of Eden, is originally a Persian word describing a walled orchard garden or an enclosed hunting park.“ 
 SOURCE: http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Garden_of_Eden (downloaded 1.3.16)
ii  Adam and Eve, according to the creation myth of the Abrahamic religions, were the first man and woman and the ancestors of all humans. The story of Adam and Eve is central  
 to the belief that God created human beings in a Garden of Eden, although they fell away from that state into the present world full of death, evil, pain and suffering. 
 SOURCE: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adam_and_Eve (downloaded 26.5.17)
iii A Qanāt (Arabic:ةانق) is a gently sloping underground channel to transport water from an aquifer or water well to surface for irrigation and drinking. Qanat is an old system of  
 water supply from a deep well with a series of vertical access shafts, Qanāts still create a reliable supply of water for human settlements and irrigation in hot, arid, and semi-arid  
 climates. The qanat technology is known to have been developed in Iran by the Persian people sometime in the early 1st millennium BC, and spread from there slowly westward  
 and eastward.
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MEHRDAD
AFSARI

Mehrdad Afsari
From the “Iranian Garden” series
201x

60x40cm

Poetic construction of duality
Mehrdad Afsari takes in his «Iranian Garden» series a layered look 
into the history and latent heritage of Persian gardens, while trying 
to reconstruct essential elements of these gardens from both ancient 
and contemporary sources. His narrative is consciously built on the 
very fundamental rule of Persian cosmology; duality. The discourse 
of Persian duality, which is monotheistic at the same time, is feeding 
the whole Persian plateau and then leaking smoothly into the young 
Islamic cultures.
His photographs of gardens with their bold sides of shadows and lights 
are depicting this co-eternal binary of light and darkness as those of 
pre-Islamic Iranian philosophies, the same sources as the first Iranian 
gardeners.

The garden itself in Iranian climate is a metaphorical sign of this con-
stant struggle; between scarcity and plenitude, inside and outside, 
wealth and privation, lights and shadows, where the latest are the 
most recognized components of his photographs while framing Ira-
nian gardens.
Although in some pre-Islamic sources God (Ahura Mazda) was said to 
have created both darkness and light, in most dominant texts he ap-
pears to be the creator of «light and the earth and all good things»1 , 

relating all goodness and truth both physically and metaphysically to 
the light side. 
Afsari is consciously utilizing his local sign language of duality with 
intermeshed composition of branches and plants to narrate this 
constant and still-going-on swing of sources and powers. In order to 
describe such a mixed atmosphere, like all the thinkers and creative 
figures of Persian culture, he adopts a poetic language, as the nature 
and quality of these thoughts could only be conveyed through irony 
and poetic ambiguities.
In his video «His illumination is a veil over his illumination», referring 
to a quotation of Persian philosopher Suhrawardi , he is again pointing 
to those roots of pre-Islamic thoughts while focusing on Suhrawardi2 

as the reviver of ancient Persian tradition of wisdom, with the «light» 
as the main and only original source of knowledge. Light, water, and 
darkness are the keywords to decode the sign language of this video 
and with these he frames the whole poetic structure of this duality.   
  

....................................
1 (Y. 37.1) The Seven Chapters
2 Founder of Iranian school of illuminationism
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VANESSA
BAIRD

Vanessa Baird uses in her work material selected from loose layers of 
narratives and mythology combined with the contemporary world’s 
many urgent stories, picked from news and coloured with empathy. 
Some of her drawings span walls, covering entire rooms, others are – 
as these – small objects isolated within frames. The images are related 
to marine painting, a tradition within European art where especially 
the British has a long and vibrant history. The watercolours shows the 
ocean, a place normally alien to humans, lit up by the moon, another 
unfamiliar place. The scenes are tranquil, light flicker on the surface 
of the sea; the image is divided horizontally between the beach, the 
ocean, with the night-sky as a dark and omnipresent space hovering 
over the sight. And on a closer look, some of the scenes are quite dis-
concerting: thundering ocean, big waves rolling and partly hiding float-
ing bodies.  The alienation we normally experience in the sea becomes 
perilous and terrifying as we witness a catastrophe evolving among 
the waves. Another discomforting observation: The bodies waving for 
help are all black.  

Ben Hoare wrote this about Baird’s depiction:
Baird gives her drowning refugees heavily caricatured features. These 
are exaggerated to a ridiculous level with round bulbous eyes and 
wide red lips, executed with frenetic pastel lines. […]  Baird adopts the 
tropes of the controversial illustrated book Little Black Sambo in the 
rendering of the profile of several of the refugees. It […] allows Baird 
to remove these depictions of people from looking, or being, real. The 
figures expose a visual exaggeration towards the ridiculously ugly, mis-
shapen and cartoonish, allowing for a consideration of the lack of iden-
tity in the images that we usually see of these widely circulated scenes 
in the media. By de-humanising figures flailing in the Mediterranean 
Sea, or an infant washed up on a beach, Baird allows us to reconsider 
the commonplace images that have become the fabric of our everyday 
media in light of this tragedy. 

   
    (Published in NUMER 107, 2016.)

The garden, the quiet zone behind protecting walls, are such an unwel-
coming place for those circling around its walls, looking for entrances, 
openings, small cracks in the compact surface of concrete and barbed 
wire. How to respond to those desperate? Baird gives no answer, but 
her work point to how we shape the other as to not be us, how imag-
es (and words) creates aliens, strangers, foreigners not belonging to 
the same familiar company. She also takes a tradition within painting 
normally used for describing the mystical and transcendental – the en-
ticing but inhospitable ocean, so well fitted for existential meditation  
– to bring in the elements of insecurity. It is an unstableness we all can 
sense at times.

Vanessa Baird: Born 1963 in Oslo, lives and works in Oslo.

Vanessa Baird

From the “Frutti di Mare” series
2016

Watercolour
Various sizes
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AMIRHOSSEIN
BAYANI

Amirhossein Bayani
Untitled

From the “Out of Context” series
2016

Oil on board
Various sizes

Persian gardens represented in Persian paintings and re-created by 
miniature artists are mostly narrating a story outside. In another 
words, gardens can mostly be seen as settings for notable events in 
the lives of important persons, heroes and lovers. Paintings depicting 
gardens are mostly rich with vegetation and animal life, as the most 
important elements of the garden settings. Vegetal motifs in these 
settings taken as ornament may be understood as generic reference 
to the garden.

Amirhossein Bayani is in his “Out of context” series of paintings apply-
ing new aesthetics to the technical, textual and contextual aspects of 
Iranian miniatures. He takes the surrounding nature and vegetal mo-
tifs out of their context and pours them directly inside the silhouettes, 
leaving the events out of the settings. 

Bayani is consciously avoiding the technical and detailed focus and 
scale of Iranian miniatures by enlarging all the characters. He also 
instils the additional, nearby narrations within the characters. Usual-
ly, in the composition of Iranian miniatures there is a central narra-
tion with main characters, supplemented with additional narrations 
around the focal motive. 

Emphasizing on the lush quality of vegetation and richness of archi-
tectural decorations as allusions to their taken context may be of 
great importance, whether he recognizes natural imagery of Irani-
an miniatures as paradisiac symbols relevant to historic and textual 
descriptions of paradise, or takes these ornaments as anything more 
that an “evocation” of nature as Oleg Grabar1  did.

He moves floral and foliate ornaments, which already have great 
iconographic potentialities, out of the composition of the paintings 
and leave all these to-nowhere-belonged characters on the empty flat 
walls. The ornaments are over-enriched at the same time, referring 
to the fattening contemporary politics of power and the process of 
emptying the essence out of the subjects.

....................................
1 Oleg Grabar was a French-born art historian and archaeologist, who spent most of his 
career in the United States, as a leading figure in the field of Islamic art and architecture
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OMID
BAZMANDEGAN

Omid Bazmandegan (b. 1976, Shiraz, currently living and working in 
Shiraz). Omid Bazmandegan, a self-taught painter, mostly portrays 
the landscapes and gardens of his hometown and the people familiar 
to him.  

Capturing just a moment of his surrounding and portraying his 
memories and experiences is the most important aspect of his work. 
His paintings are a replication of his intimate look and direct inter-
pretation of his personal life. He tries to render his life experience in 
a simple and sincere manner, paying attention to specific character-
istics of Shiraz; such as the quality of daylight, color of the sky, chains 
of mountains, clouds and their shadows on the ground. 
 

Selected for this exhibition are 3 oil paintings on canvas and 1 work on 
paper.  Garden plays an essential role in Shiraz and subsequently for 
the people of Shiraz: known as the city of gardens.  Some of Iran’s most 
enchanting and historic gardens such as the Eram Garden and Nazar 
Garden are located here.  But in addition to these public gardens, the 
whole city is still (despite much construction) surrounded by private 
gardens in which people gather in to spend their weekends together.

And Bazmandegan captures a moment in which a single person or a 
group of people are just enjoying their time in the garden, gathering 
around a table, playing volleyball, eating and drinking and simply 
being jolly.

Omid Bazmandegan

2014-2017
Acrylic on canvas / paper
Various sizes
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HARALD
FENN

Harald Fenn paintsw images of landscape that can seduce and reject 
at the same time. They appear with a glossy surface, almost like a 
spray-painted car, shiny fresh to the eye. He use airbrush as a method 
to make the paintings, a practice that binds them to contemporary in-
dustrial painting. Another technical device that connects the work to 
the last centuries of looking is the use of photography. The one-eyed 
perspective significant of photo, limits the image to just one singular 
point, one short moment of seeing. The image is therefore, both in 
reality and metaphorically, absolutely still. The only thing disturbing 
this frozen image is the layer blocking the scene – or what we assume 
is a scene. 

In his paintings Fenn discuss positions in the history of painting as 
well as our desire for interpretation and identification with the alleged 
motive. The paintings show us glimpse of lush greenery protruded by 
flashes of light, the images are vague and nondescript, as seen through 
a haze, or – if we imagine the camera as the looking-instrument – as 
seen through a diffusion filter. He also obscures the satisfaction of the 
painterly window by crowding the surface with bands and stripes. The 
renaissance model of perception is here in a visual battle with mod-
ernism’s enhancement of the surface. Standing in front of his painting 
you are denied the pleasure of enjoying a sharp and recognizable view 
of a landscape. However, you can appreciate the hard and polished 
surface with bands forming a vertical play on shades of black and 
white partly hiding a much (apparently) softer image. 

In the Book of Optics (1011–1022 A.D.), Ibn al-Haytham argued that vi-
sion occurs in the brain, and that personal experience has an effect on 
what people see and how they see, and that vision and perception are 
subjective. How we understand the fleeting green sweeps of colour 
behind the bars will, in line of this thinking, depend to how we com-
prehend and see our surrounding. Does it depict trees playing with 
sunlight? Or is it kelp – dipping right under the surface of the ocean or 
rather washed out oil-residue splashed on dry salty sand seen through 
the eyes of a satellite? 

Fenn is influenced by several of the American painters of the late 70-
and 80ties, as well as a German contemporaries like Gerhard Richter. 
The Norwegian tradition of landscape painting is something he works 
both within and against. The perspective on nature can, in this prac-
tice, be understood as deeply romantic, as an infinite source of con-
templation and wonder, emptied of human presence, transcendent 
and detached from reason, but at the same time as object for analyt-
ical dissection of our thinking. Fenn assess both our interpretation of 
art and our relation with the environment we live in, and the dreamy 
allusion of a lost paradise creates a backdrop for the ambivalence na-
ture seems to carry in his paintings.

Harald Fenn. Born in Oslo 1963. Lives in Oslo.

Harald Fenn
201x

Acrylic
Various sizes
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MARIT JUSTINE
HAUGEN

Marit Justine Haugen: Self Erasing Drawing. The familiar silhouette 
of the continents surrounded by vast oceans is made from coal dust 
drizzled on a surface of sand. The sand is collected from the sea and 
stored in a funnel, a cone-shaped cup made of polycarbonate. Under-
neath a small hole lets the sand out, slowly, decomposing the well-
known map, orderly but ruthless. You can, if you press the ear close 
to the funnel, listen to the constant gushing of sand, a monotonous 
sound indicating the endless movement of entropy. 

Haugen work as an architect and are normally busy constructing plans 
for solid buildings. In Self Erasing Drawing the ancient method of 
counting time disarrange and destruct the finely placed carbon-dust. 
Every time the cup has emptied itself, the sand has to be filled again, 
the map carefully drawn on its surface. The work thus survives only 
as long as care is taken. In this, Self Erasing Drawing attaches itself as 
an artwork to a body of time-based and performative work, despite 
the fact of its seemingly immobile presence. The work connect to the 
western avant-garde of the late 1960’s, but equally it point to an even 
older form of symbolic language in art: Life’s time-dependency, its 

vanitas – usually shown as relics connected to death, deteriorating 
vegetables, dying flowers, soap-bubbles and skulls, measurements 
of time. This non-permanence also indicates a frail society, a world 
where the image of social stability is as nebulous as a beach facing 
the ocean. All we know can vanish – this slowly dissolving map seems 
to say. The beauty of the structure with its play on the well-known 
image thus both conceal and underlines the silent melancholy the 
work contains.

There is an element of urgency to the dissolving image of the globe, 
we know our activities are pressing on resources, emptying not only 
what is stored, but also pushing the climate we all depend on. The 
garden is in this case a metaphor for our common ground, our little 
blue ball floating in a vast space. There is no outside, no shadow. 
Not really.

Marit Justine Haugen
“Self Erasing Drawing”

2008
Sea-sand, polycarbonate, coal from a burned house
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KAIA
HUGIN

Kaia Hugin introduces slow transformation in a series of films where 
she performs repetitive actions on and with natural elements, like 
trees, soil, water. They are like forced movements, propelled in to a 
monomaniac and disturbed relation between her body and the envi-
ronment. Hugin has a background from dance and sports climbing, 
and she brings the body-experience with her to the performative films. 
Important for the content of the films, are the fact that what you see 
actually happened. There is no postproduction changing the original 
material, except from careful editing. When watching the slow pro-
cess of digging a hole in the ground with her body, it is possible to feel 
the sensation of the soil with all its small pebbles and sandy structure 
against your own body, sensing how the clothes slowly shred and ex-
pose the skin underneath. Or embracing a tree, very, very slowly tear 
away the bark and the fibres, making an open wound in the trunk. Time 
and entropy are intertwined, making space for each other. 

There is no way out of here – it seems she says with her almost hallu-
cinatory and compulsory actions. We just have to deal with it. Nature 

with all its variations, cultural landscapes with our human imprints, 
these are our conditions for living. The body is not necessarily our limi-
tation, the mind expands beyond the borders of our physical presence, 
Hugin appears to imply. But there are moments of violence in this 
transgression. There will be wounds, both on humans and nature.
  
Motholic Mobbles refers to motility, a term used for movement in phys-
ics and medicine, more precise not-wilful movements. Mobbles indi-
cates a relation to babble, sounds without a meaningful content, like 
a child’s play with the noises of language. As if the performer is driven 
by something deeper than willpower, a pre-language state of desire 
mixed with rejection. There is also possible to recognize the non-cul-
tivated state of nature in its wild and untamed version, even it’s dark-
er modes where energy of life brutally and blind covers all accessible 
areas. The split between the cultivated and the wild drive becomes 
strikingly present during short moments in Hugin’s performance. At 
other moments it is as if you can see what binds them together.

Kaia Hugin
“Motholic Mobble part 3”
2009
Digital Video - 06:38 min
“The Treehugger (Motholic Mobble part 6)”
2011
HD - 09:49 min
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ALI
NASSIR

Ali Nassir (b. 1951 Tehran, currently living and working in Berlin)

Selected from his Untitled, Undated series, previously exhibited at O 
Gallery, Tehran in 2016, these small works on paper seem abstract, if it 
were not for the presence of certain camouflaged figures that appear 
here and there, mostly in solitude. Lonely and abandoned figures that 
even though they are wandering around in nature, still seem to be oc-
cupied with their own thoughts, making these landscapes and abstract 
nature scenes a creation of their own mind. 

Recording his world and protagonists on a daily basis these works 
serve as a visual diary for the artist. They don’t represent a continu-
ing narration and are not meant to gather the artist’s incoherent mind: 
they are as wide and as abstract as they can be: in search of finding 
the un-findable. Alternatively, they represent a jumble of childhood 
memories, current experiences and the reality of everyday life.

For these figures, a contact with their environment is no bliss or relief. 
It is an ongoing challenge. Contrary to traditional European landscape 
painting, these works present no view ‘opening’ to nature; they are 
from within the forest and its barbarism: the forest, just like them-
selves and their relation to one another, is a source of pain for them. 
Nassir sometimes includes an observer in the picture, to look at the act 
of looking.

What’s noteworthy is that Nassir’s approach to the portrayal of nature 
has nothing to do with the spirituality of an Iranian landscape artist 
such as Sohrab Sepehri (1928-1980), or the glorious, timeless, look of 
Abolghassem Saidi (1926- ) or the gigantic, hovering, petrified, trees 
of Davood Emdadian (1944-2005). Those who have looked for a re-
semblance between his work and a classical Iranian visual language 
have sometimes found its basis in the Persian miniature. His approach 
to Persian Miniature however is creative, never trying to imitate the 
structural system of Iranian painting. His luminous and daring coloring 
and the flat arrangement of elements, which defies perspective, are 
very much reminiscent of Persian miniature painting. And those are 
the most important elements in these drawings.    

Many of these works are done in black and white. In the artist’s mind, 
even where there is a shimmer of bright and fiery colors shining from 
the dark, the unexpected presence of a phosphorous green or bright 
red streaks for instance, the images are still black and white.  

In his work, Nassir does not symbolize. What he portrays is not meant 
to stand for something else. But at the same time, we never know for 
sure what it is that he wants to say.

Ali Nassir
From the “Untitled, Undated” series

20xx - 20xx
mixed media on paper

39 pieces, 37x27cm
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